
Wanda's Roses, Pat Brisson, Demco Media, 2004, 0606299653, 9780606299657, . Wanda mistakes a
thornbush for a rosebush in the empty lot. She clears away the trash around it and cares for it every day, even
though no roses bloom.. 
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A Winter Morning's Sun , Robert Goble, Feb 1, 2009, Fiction, 288 pages. Bullied at school, friendless and
misunderstood, Broadie Bennett learns to trust the loving, sincere people who come into his life. When
January, a girl his age, moves in next ....

Lenny in the Garden , , 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Lenny and his mother spend time together in the
garden, experiencing the many wonders of the plants and insects to be discovered therein..

Counting in the Garden , Kim Parker, 2005, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Invites the reader to count the
inhabitants of a garden, from one to ten, such as four bunnies and nine inchworms..

Disney's Winnie the Pooh's Bedtime Hummables , RH Disney, May 1, 2000, Juvenile Fiction, 16 pages. A
Tab Book: seven spreads with characters on each tab so little hands can easily turn to their favorite rhyme or
hummable..

Miss Emma's wild garden , Anna Grossnickle Hines, Mar 20, 1997, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. A young girl
asks about all the wild creatures that can be found in her older friend's garden, from rabbits and woodchucks to
butterflies and bees--and one very exuberant child..

City green , DyAnne DiSalvo, 1997, Big books, 31 pages. Marcy and Miss Rosa start a campaign to clean up
an empty lot and turn it into a community garden..

Rosamund , Janice Kay Johnson, Deborah Haeffele, Sep 1, 1994, Juvenile Fiction, . The seeds of a red and
white English rose find their way to Oregon to be planted by generations of Rosamunds..

All Through My Town , Jean Reidy, Mar 5, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Illustrations and simple,
rhyming text take the reader on a tour around town..

The hollyhock wall , Martin Waddell, Salley Mavor, Jun 2, 1999, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. After Mary
makes a garden in an old cooking pot and includes in it a boy fashioned out of clay, she finds herself with him
in the garden..

Harriet and the Garden , Nancy Carlson, Jan 1, 2004, Juvenile Fiction, . Harriet and her pals are playing
baseball in the park near Mrs. Hoozit s house. When George hits a fly ball, Harriet s determined to catch it.
She s concentrating so hard, she ....
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